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Abstract—For real-time traffic, the link quality and call block-
ing probability (both derived from coverage probability) are real-
ized to be poor for cell edge users (CEUs) compared to cell center
users (CCUs) as the signal reception in the cell center region is
better compared to the cell edge region. In heterogeneous net-
works (HetNets), the uncoordinated channel access by different
types of base stations determine the interference statistics that
further arbitrates the coverage probability. Thus, the spectrum
allocation techniques have major impact on the performance of
CCU and CEU. In this paper, the performance of CCUs and
CEUs in a random two-tier network is studied for two spectrum
allocation techniques namely: 1) co-channel (CSA), and 2) shared
(SSA). For performance analysis, the widely accepted conception
of modeling the tiers of HetNet using independent homogeneous
Poisson point process (PPP) is considered to accommodate the
spatial randomness in location of BSs. To incorporate the spatial
randomness in the arrival of service and to aid the load-aware
analysis, the cellular traffic is modeled using spatio-temporal PPP.
Under this scenario, we have developed an analytical framework
to evaluate the load-aware performance, including coverage and
blocking probabilities, of CCUs and CEUs under both spectrum
allocation techniques. Further, we provide insight into achievable
area energy efficiency for SSA and CSA. The developed analytical
framework is validated through extensive simulations. Next, we
demonstrate the impact of traffic load and femto access points
density on the performance of CCUs/CEUs under CSA and SSA.
Index Terms—Cell center user, cell edge user, activity factor,
coverage probability, blocking probability, femto access point,
macro base station, Poisson point process.
I. INTRODUCTION
C
ELLULAR network has been evolving since last few
decades to meet the requirement of broadband connectiv-
ity, reliable communication, mobility, etc. The process resulted
in inclusion of various types of base stations (like femto, pico,
micro, etc.) differing in transmission power along with existing
cellular/macro base stations (BSs). Because of heterogeneity
in deployment, transmission power and functionality such
networks are generally referred as heterogeneous networks
(HetNets) or multi-tier networks. For performance evaluation
of traditional cellular networks, the researchers mostly relied
on highly approximated models like Wyner model [1], grid-
based hexagonal model [2], etc. However, the modeling of
location of base stations (BSs) using homogeneous Poisson
point process (PPP) is considered in [3], [4] for performance
evaluation of a realistic scenario. Under this type of modeling,
the seminal result on coverage probability in cellular networks
produced in [5]. Furthermore, on demand basis deployment of
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small BSs inherently introduces spatial randomness in a multi-
tier network. Therefore, using the analysis of [5] and appli-
cations of stochastic geometry, the practice of modeling tiers
of a cellular network using independent homogeneous PPPs
is being followed [6]–[10]. This brings analytical tractability
along with practical relevance into the analysis. The interested
reader may refer to [11]–[14].
Usually in HetNets, deployment of macro tier stands out
for low bandwidth services (like VoIP) and ubiquitous link
connectivity. However, the link quality of a mobile user is
subjected to its location. The users in the cell edge region usu-
ally receive weaker signal strength from the serving macro BS
(MBS) and stronger interference from co-channel MBSs. Be-
sides, massive inter-tier interference is imposed by subscriber-
owned access points (such as fetmo cells). This leads the
cell edge users (CEUs) to experience reduced coverage which
further degrades their achievable transmission rate. However,
interference from low powered femto access points (FAPs) and
co-channel MBSs to cell center users (CCUs) is significantly
below the signal strength received from its associated MBS.
Therefore, better coverage can be experienced in the cell
center region compared to the cell edge region. Further, the
lower transmission rate in cell edge region makes CEUs to be
bandwidth hungry. Thus, the blocking probability experienced
by a CEU is significantly higher than that of a CCU. The
intra-tier and inter-tier interference can be controlled by power
control methods [15], [16] and/or spectrum allocation methods
[17]–[21]. Investigation of power control methods is out of
the scope of this paper as our focus is on the performance
evaluation of CCUs and CEUs in heterogeneous scenario for
different spectrum allocation methods. Therefore, we have
assumed rather a simple power allocation method where each
BS-user link is established using equal transmission power
irrespective of their distances.
In literature, spectrum access techniques, like fractional
frequency reuse (FFR) [17]–[20], soft FFR [22], [23], shared
spectrum allocation [21], etc., are investigated to uplift the
coverage for CEUs. In FFR [17]–[20], the spectrum is divided
into cell center and cell edge bands such that the cell center
band is accessed with reuse one and cell edge band is accessed
with reuse three. Thus the coverage of CEUs is improved at
the loss of spectral efficiency in FFR. On the other hand, the
orthogonal cell edge sub-bands are allocated in the neighbor-
ing cells for CCUs with reduced power level in soft FFR [22],
[23] which improve the spectral efficiency. FFR and soft FFR
are also investigated for multi-tier networks [24] wherein small
BSs are deployed to operate in sub-bands orthogonal to the cell
edge sub-band used in the macro cell. This restricts the inter-
tier interference to the CEUs. In prior literature, performance
2analysis of these spectrum allocation techniques are studied
in the grid based cellular networks [20], [25], [26]. However,
investigation of the frequency allocation schemes like FFR,
soft FFR, etc. have got limited attention in literature under the
paradigm of stochastic network modeling because of [27]: 1)
the difficulty in defining the cell center and cell edge regions
due to irregular cell sizes and 2) FFR/soft FFR brings the
spatial correlation among the BSs having the same cell edge
sub-band which violates the PPP assumption. The authors
of [28]–[30] have investigated the performance of FFR/soft
FFR methods while extending the analysis of [5] and [7],
[8] under cruel assumptions. To overcome the first problem,
the cell center and cell edge users are categorized based on
SINR threshold. Further, to tackle the second problem the
worst case is considered wherein each BS randomly accesses
one of the cell edge sub-bands. However, the assumption
of instantaneous SINR based classification causes a user to
randomly switch between CCU and CEU. Thus, the traffic flow
through the disjoint cell center and cell edge bands becomes
coupled which make the evaluation of BS activity and blocking
probability intractable. On the other hand, though the distance-
based classification is suitable for the grid based modeled
networks [20]; this classification is not applicable for PPP
modeled networks as the cells are irregular in shapes and sizes.
In our analysis, we have introduced the parameter R ∈ [0, 1]
to define the cell center and cell edge portions. The user is
presumed to be in cell center region if the ratio of its distances
of serving and dominant interfering MBS is greater than R.
Otherwise the user is presumed to be in cell edge region. This
helps us to eliminate the first issue. However, the second issue
is still unresolved which have restricted us from analyzing
the spectrum allocation techniques like FFR wherein partially
frequency reuse factor is less than one.
In [21], a shared spectrum allocation (SSA) for two tier
cellular networks is presented wherein femto cells and CCUs
are considered to share a portion of the spectrum; and the
remaining portion of the spectrum is protected for CEUs.
However, authors of [21] have ignored the fading effect and
interference from co-channel macro base stations. The problem
of BS-correlation (2nd problem discussed above) does not
stand for analyzing the SSA using stochastic geometry as each
macro cell accesses cell center and cell edge bands with reuse
one. Therefore, in this paper we have considered to investigate
SSA along with co-channel spectrum allocation (CSA) using
stochastic geometry by employing proposed approach for
categorizing CCUs and CEUs using parameter R.
Furthermore, interference is basically dependent on the co-
channel activity of the BSs that is characterized by the traffic
intensity i.e. network load. The co-channel activity of MBSs
increases with increase of the network load that further results
in increased interference level. Nevertheless, the analysis of the
above mentioned investigations is limited to best-effort traffic
scenario only as all the BSs are assumed to be transmitting
all the time. However, the actual coverage exceeds in real-
time traffic scenario due to non-simultaneous transmission of
BSs. In such scenarios, the activity factor, probability that
a BSs accesses typical channel, distinguish the density of
interfering BSs. The load-aware analysis of wireless networks
using the application stochastic geometry is still at its early
stage. The notion of load-awareness in coverage analysis is
introduced in [31]. Therein the activity factor of a BS is
assumed to be known a priori. The activity factor of a BS
in PPP modeled network for inelastic traffic is derived in
[32] under the consideration of unit bandwidth consumption
per service arrival. However, the bandwidth requirement for a
service is region dependent as the achievable transmission rate
drops as service location gets closer to the cell boundary. In
[33], we have presented a framework to evaluate the activity
factor and blocking probability for cellular network. Therein,
the cell traffic is modeled using multi-dimensional Markov
chain using multi-class service arrival rates which are obtained
via solving the nonlinear equations of coverage and activity
coupling at different SIR thresholds of modulation and coding
schemes.
The major aspects of cellular network design includes call
blocking rate and coverage probability which are basically
region dependent. Therefore, a comprehensive load-aware per-
formance analysis in relation to a CCU and a CEU is essential
for underlying stochastic real-time traffic. Furthermore, the
cell/network load is an important aspect for cell center and
cell edge spectrum partitioning as it decides the co-channel
activities of a typical BS for CCUs and CEUs. For example,
setting bigger cell edge band reduces the co-channel activity of
BSs that can raise the coverage probability for CEUs. The SSA
has enough impetus to bridge the gap of performance between
CCUs and CEUs as it reserves channels for CEUs with evaded
inter-tier interference. However, in a lightly loaded network
it is comprehensible that the co-channel spectrum allocation,
wherein users of all tiers are allowed to access any channel
regardless of being CCU or CEU, may yield better perfor-
mance. This implies the performance of a spectrum allocation
technique is subjective to the network parameters such as
base stations density, traffic intensity, rate requirement, etc.
Therefore, a comparative analysis of shared and co-channel
spectrum allocation is required as well.
A. Contributions of the paper
In this paper, we investigate the performance of SSA
and CSA in relation to a CCU and a CEU in a two-tier
heterogeneous network under fractional real-time network load
conditions. The spatial randomness is incorporated in the
analysis by modeling the locations of MBSs and FAPs using
independent homogeneous PPPs. The randomness in location
of arriving users/services is modeled using space-time PPP
(STPPP). We propose new criteria to define the cell center and
cell edge regions. A user is defined as CEU if it is having ratio
of distances between associated MBS and dominant interfering
MBS above a certain fraction; otherwise, the user is defined as
CCU. Using this criteria, we can split the macro user arrival
process into cell center and cell edge arrival processes to aid
evaluation of BS activities and blocking probabilities.
In this paper we explicitly derive the expressions for cover-
age probability of users (CCUs and CEUs) and activity factors
of an MBS under SSA and CSA. The evaluation of activity
factors and blocking probabilities facilitated by modeling the
3cell center traffic and cell edge traffic using two independent
one dimensional Markov chains (MCs) for SSA and single
two dimensional MC for CSA. Further, relating the activity
factor with energy spent and the call admission probability
with overall transmission rate, we acquire insights of area
energy efficiency achieved by an MBS under SSA and CSA
deployment. To the best of our knowledge, the area energy
efficiency for real-time traffic under such a paradigm of net-
work modeling is not yet investigated. The derived framework
for the evaluation of coverage and blocking probability of
a CCU/CEU along with the evaluation of activity factor of
an MBS is validated through extensive simulations. Through
numerical results we demonstrate that a properly configured
SSA can realize a network with equal blocking probability
for CCUs and CEUs at the cost of little increase of overall
blocking probability. Further, we also show that a properly
configured SSA can yield better coverage probability and
energy efficiency compared to that under CSA. This gain in
performance is found to be higher for lower/moderate density
of FAPs. The performance gain in terms of overall coverage
is observed to be decreases with increase in the load. In the
following we enlist the contributions of the paper.
• Load aware coverage probabilities are derived for the
cell center user and cell edge user in two-tiered network
under the consideration of real-time service using the
application of stochastic geometry.
• The developed framework is also extended for the nu-
merical evaluation of the blocking probabilities for cell
center/edge user and the area energy efficiency of the
network.
• The performance analysis is studied and compared for
shared spectrum allocation and co-channel spectrum al-
location.
• The derived results are validated using extensive sim-
ulation results. Further, comparative analysis of shared
spectrum allocation and co-channel spectrum allocation
schemes for coverage, blocking probability and energy
efficiency is presented.
• Through numerical results it is demonstrated that properly
configured parameter of shared spectrum allocation can
yield a fair blocking probability for cell center user and
cell edge users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and assumptions considered in
the analysis. In Section III we discuss the classification of
cell center and cell edge traffic. The analysis of coverage
probability and blocking probability under SSA and CSA is
presented in Sections IV and V respectively. Next, Section VI
presents the area energy efficiency analysis for SSA and CSA
techniques. The numerical results are discussed in Section VII.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we have considered a two-tier cellular network
comprised of sets of MBSs and FAPs. Similar to [7], we
model the locations of MBSs and FAPs using independent
homogeneous Poisson point processes ΦB and ΦF with densi-
ties λB and λF units/m
2 in R2, respectively. In the following
subsections we categorize the system model in detail and state
the assumptions.
A. Spectrum allocation techniques
Let N be the set of N channels each of bandwidth B. Fig.
1 shows the spectrum access policy under SSA technique. In
SSA, the pm fraction of spectrum is reserved for the CCUs
and the FAPs; and remaining 1− pm fraction of spectrum is
dedicated for the CEUs. The SSA allows the avoidance of
inter-tier interference for CEUs which helps in improving the
link quality in the cell edge region. On the other hand, under
CSA technique, regardless of being cell center or cell edge,
the user has access to a channel from the set N . Moreover,
full spectrum access is allowed for FAPs under CSA.
The transmission power and density of inter-tier BSs/APs
is required for evaluation of CCUs’ and CEUs’ performance
in heterogeneous scenario. Therefore, we have considered a
simplistic model to accommodate the impact of femto tier
interference into the analysis. It is assumed that FAPs are
uniformly accessing any one of the channel. Hence, effective
density of co-channel FAPs becomes λF /(Npm) under SSA
and λF/N under CSA. Nevertheless, the presented analysis can
be easily extended to the scenario wherein complex channel
access scheme is employed at the FAP to guarantee QoS by
plugging the resultant co-channel FAPs density.
Fig. 1. Description of SSA.
B. SIR model
The transmission power of an MBS and an FAP is de-
noted by PB and PF , respectively. Macro user is assumed
to be associated to the MBS with maximum mean received
power. A general power-law path loss model is used. Without
loss of generality, a user is assumed to be located at the
origin. The location of the serving MBS is denoted by x0,
i.e. x0 = argmaxxi∈ΦB PB‖xi‖
−α, where α is the path loss
exponent. Therefore, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of
CCU and CEU, given the associated MBS is at distance r (i.e.
r = ‖x0‖), under SSA can be written as
γc(r) =
h0r−α
Ic(r) + If
and γe(r) =
h0r−α
Ie(r)
, (1)
respectively. Where Ic(r) = Ie(r) =
∑
xi∈ΦB\x0
hi‖xi‖
−α
represent the co-channel MBSs interference,
If =
∑
xi∈ΦF
hi‖xi‖
−αP˜F represents co-channel FAPs
interference, and P˜F =
PF
PB
. The hi’s represent fading
coefficients and are considered to be i.i.d random variables
following exponential distribution with unit mean. As the
considered network is interference-limited, we ignore the
noise in the analysis. However, under CSA the only change
required in the above SIR model is to add If in the
denominator of γe(r).
4C. Traffic modeling for CCUs and CEUs
The macro tier is considered to provide real-time service
having rate requirement of Rth. The call arrival is mod-
eled using space-time PPP (STPPP) ΦU with density λM
units/(min·m2) in R3 [33]. The admitted service stays in the
network for an exponential distributed time with mean 1/µ
min. Thus, the snap shot of admitted users in the network
becomes a PPP with intensity λM
µ
(1−B) units/m2 in R2 where
B represents blocking probability [34].
III. CLASSIFICATION OF CCUS AND CEUS TRAFFIC
The distances between interfering MBSs and serving MBS
are random as their locations are independent. This limits us
to determine some fixed distance for classification of a user as
cell center or cell edge. Further, referring to Voronoi tessella-
tion of MBSs, the user, having its distances from serving and
dominant interfering MBSs relatively closer, appears as flung
in the cell edge region. Therefore, we term user as CEU if
Rm
Rd
> R otherwise as CCU, where Rm and Rd are distances
of the closest and the second closest points in ΦB to the origin,
and R is a predefined fraction. The joint distribution of Rm
and Rd can be written as [35]
fRm,Rd (rm, rd) = (2piλB)
2 rmrd exp(−piλBr
2
d). (2)
Using (2), the probability of a user being CCU becomes
P
[
Rm
Rd
≤ R
]
=
∫ ∞
rd=0
∫ rdR
rm=0
fRm,Rd (rm, rd) drmdrd = R
2. (3)
Therefore, the probability of a user being CEU becomes
P
[
Rm
Rd
> R
]
= 1− P
[
Rm
Rd
≤ R
]
= 1− R2. (4)
Fig. 2 illustrate the relevance of the proposed metric for
Fig. 2. The Voronoi tessellation of ΦB where blue dots denote the MBSs,
light and dark gray colors represent cell center and cell edge regions.
categorizing the users. It can be seen that the cell center/edge
region (indicated by light/dark gray) is monotonically in-
crease/decrease with the increase of threshold R. Therefore,
using (3) and (4) we can split the arrival process of macro user
of rate λM into two process, namely: 1) cell center user arrival
process of rate λMR
2, and 2) cell edge user arrival process of
rate λM (1−R
2). This is possible since the locations of users
arrival are independent. Note that users of both processes have
service rate of µ.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS UNDER SHARED SPECTRUM
ALLOCATION (SSA)
The coverage probability (CovP) is defined as the prob-
ability of a user experiencing the SIR above threshold β.
Denoting interference by I and ignoring noise, the CovP can
be expressed using the Laplace transform of I as a function
of β [5], i.e. C(β) = P(h0Pr
−α
I
> β) = E[exp(I r
α
P
)].
Furthermore, in random networks the Laplace transform of
interference is characterized using the density and transmis-
sion power of the co-channel BSs/APs. However, the load
dependent transmission of the BSs, like in case of real-time
traffic, limits the usage of channel set N to its fullest. This
reduces the overall co-channel activity of the BSs. Assuming
BSs access a channel uniformly and independently, the activity
factor (ζ) can be interpreted as: 1) probability that a typical BS
randomly chooses a typical channel, 2) average fraction of BSs
in the network those are co-channel. Therefore, thinning the
BSs density by activity factor determines the co-channel BSs
density which can be used to characterize the Laplace trans-
form of interference. It may be noted that the activity factor is
dependent on the underlying traffic load and required data rate.
However, the achievable rate depends on the SIR distribution
(or CovP) which further decides bandwidth requirement to
satisfy the required data rate. This implies that the CovP and
the activity factor are coupled together. Consider the example:
transmission from a BS, say B1, generates interference to its
neighboring BS, say B2, which forces B2 to transmit for a
longer time which again interferes back to B1 and make B1
to transmit for even longer time. The time in this example
can be altered with bandwidth in multi-channel scenario. This
example clearly depicts the coupling between the CovP and
the activity factor.
Further, CovP of a CCU and a CEU is dependent on
the spectrum allocation technique as it decides the types
and densities of the interfering BSs. Moreover, the spectrum
allocation technique along with the CovP determines various
attributes of a network such as a user blocking probability
(BlocP), BSs transmission rate, etc. Therefore, in this section
we conduct the performance analysis for a CCU and a CEU
under SSA, which is extended for the same under CSA in
Section V. In the following subsection, we derive the CovPs
for a CCU and a CEU under SSA. In subsequent subsection,
a framework is presented for the evaluation of activity factors
of an MBS for the cell center and cell edge bands. Therein,
we further evaluate the BlocP for CCUs and CEUs.
A. CovP analysis
In this section, we first evaluate the CovP of a CCU and
a CEU for given activity factor of an MBS in the cell center
(ζSC) and the cell edge (ζSE) bands. In case of fractional activity
factor, the effective density of randomly located co-channel
MBSs is thinned by a fraction which is equal to the activity
factor. Different activity factors for cell center band and cell
edge band result in different thinning of MBS density in
realization of interference processes for a CCU and a CEU.
Therefore, the effective density of interfering MBS for a CCU
and a CEU becomes ζSCλB and ζSEλB, respectively. Confining
5the FAPs to pm fraction of spectrum increases the their activity
per channel. Therefore, assuming that each FAP accesses one
channel, the effective density of FAPs per channel becomes
λ˜F =
λF
pmN
. Note that the assumption of single channel access
for FAP can be relaxed by introducing the activity factor for
FAPs as well.
We first provide the Laplace transform (LT) of intra-tier
and inter-tier interference for a CCU in the following lemmas
followed by a theorem to evaluate the CovP of a CCU.
Lemma 1. The LT of femto tier interference to a CCU is
LIf (s) = exp
(
−δpiλ˜F (sP˜F )
δ csc [δpi]
)
. (5)
where δ = 2
α
.
Proof. Refer (3.21) of [12].
Lemma 2. The LT of co-channel MBSs interference for CCU,
at distance rc from its serving MBS, is given by
LIc (s, rc) = exp
(
−piζSCλBs
δ
∫ ∞
r2c
R2sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ
)
. (6)
Proof. Referring to Fig. 3, it is clear that the dominant
interfering MBS for a CCU always lies beyond rc
R
when its
serving MBS is at rc. Thus, the co-channel interfering MBSs
for a CCU situated at rc from its serving MBS have zero
intensity in B(0, rc
R
)1 and ζSCλB in R
2 \ B(0, rc
R
). For rest of
proof follow the proof of Theorem 1 of [5].
Theorem 1. The CovP of a CCU under SSA is given by
CSC(β) =
[
1 + ζSCR
2H(β, δ,R) + piδR2
λ˜F
λB
(βP˜f )
δ csc [piδ]
]−1
, (7)
where λ˜F =
λF
pmN
, H(β, δ,R) = βδ
∫∞
R−2β−δ
du
1+u
1
δ
. For δ = 1
2
,
we have H(β, 1
2
, R) = β
1
2 arctan(R2β
1
2 ).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Now, we provide the LT of intra-tier interference for a CEU
in following lemmas followed by a theorem to evaluate the
CovP of a CEU. From Fig. 3 can be observed that the serving
MBS is at re and the dominant MBS is at rd. The dominant
MBS lies within the ring formed by circles centered at the
CEU of radius re and
re
R
such that re ≤ rd <
re
R
. This implies
the condition of existence of a dominant MBS within [re,
re
R
].
Moreover, there is a probability ζSE (i.e. activity factor) with
which an MBS becomes co-channel as a typical MBS access
a typical channel with probability ζSE. Therefore, applying
thinning the PPP ΦB of MBSs by probability ζSE yields the
process of co-channel MBSs which is also a PPP with modified
density ζSEλB . As each MBS chooses a channel indepen-
dently, there is probability ζSE with which the dominant MBS
persist in thinned process of co-channel MBS and probability
1 − ζSE with which the dominant MBS do not persist in
thinned process of co-channel MBS. In following two cases
we describe the evaluation of LT of intra-tier interference to
CEU.
Case 1 (dominant MBS does persist in thinned process): In
1B(0, a) represents the ball of radius a centered at origin
rc
rd
rc/R re/R
re
rd
CCU
CEU
Fig. 3. The Voronoi tessellation of ΦB where blue star marks denote the
MBSs, red square mark denotes CCU, and red circle denote CEU.
this case the condition has to be implied about the existence
of at least one interfering MBSs inside the annular ring as the
dominant MBS is bound to exits within the ring. Note that in
homogeneous PPP the number of nodes in disjoint areas are
independent and Poisson distributed. Therefore, we can split
the co-channel interfering MBSs in two sets S1 and S2. For
given re, we define the set S1(re) = {x ∈ ΦB | re ≤ ‖x‖ ≤
re
R
}
and the set S2(re) = {x ∈ ΦB | ‖x‖ >
re
R
}. The definition of
CEU implies that the dominant MBS is within S1 since
re ≤ rd ≤
re
R
. Therefore, the set S1(re) must include at least
one node. Hence, the set of co-channel MBSs for a CEU
follows the PPP with zero density in B(0, re) and ζSEλB in
B(0, re
R
) \ B(0, re) (conditioned on minimum one point exist)
and R2 \ B(0, re
R
). Let Ie1 and Ie2 represents the interference
generated from nodes in the set S1(re) and S2(re), respectively.
Thus, the resultant interference Ie is the addition of the
interference Ie1 and Ie2. Let L
+
Ie
(s) denote the LT of Ie where
the + sign indicate the condition of the dominant MBS is
interfering. The L+Ie(s) is derived in Lemma 3.
Case 2 (dominant MBS does not persist in thinned process): In
this case the condition of existence of at least one interfering
MBS within re
R
is relaxed as the dominant MBS is not trans-
mitting. Therefore, the set of all interfering MBSs includes the
co-channel MBSs beyond distance re. Hence, the set of co-
channel MBSs for a CEU follows the PPP with zero density
in B(0, re) and ζSEλB in R
2 \ B(0, re). The LT of interference
Ie in this case is given in Lemma 4.
Lemma 3. The LT of co-channel MBSs interference for a
CEU, at distance re from its serving MBS, conditioned on the
transmission of dominant interferer is given by
L+Ie (s, re) =
1
1− exp(−cr2e)
exp
(
−piζSEλBs
δ
∫ ∞
r2e
R2sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ
)

exp

−piζSEλBsδ
∫ r2e
R2sδ
r2e
sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ

− exp(−cr2e)

 , (8)
where c = πζSEλB(R
−2 − 1).
6CSE(β) =
1− ζSE
1−R2
1∑
l=0
(−R2)l
1 + R2·lζSEH(β, δ, 1)
+
ζSER2
1−R2
∞∑
n=0
1∑
l=0
1∑
k=0
(−1)k+l+1
(n+ k) ζSE(1 −R2) + |k − 1|ζSER2G(β, δ,R) + ζSER2H(β, δ, R) + R2·l
, (10)
where G(β, δ, R) = H(β, δ, 1)−H(β, δ,R). For δ = 1
2
: G(β, 1
2
, R) = β
1
2 [arctan(β
1
2 )− arctan(R2β
1
2 )],
Proof. See Appendix B
Lemma 4. The LT of co-channel MBSs interference for a
CEU, at distance re from its serving MBS, with the condition
that the dominant interferer is not transmitting is given by
LIe (s, re) = exp
(
−piζSEλBs
δ
∫ ∞
r2e
sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ
)
. (9)
Proof. Referring to Fig. 3, it is clear that the dominant
interfering MBS for a CEU always lies beyond re when its
serving MBS is at re. Given that the dominant MBS is not
transmitting over the same channel, the co-channel MBSs for
a CEU situated at re from its serving MBS have zero intensity
in B(0, re) and ζSEλB in R
2 \ B(0, re). For rest of proof follow
the proof of Theorem 1 of [5].
Theorem 2. The CovP of a CEU under SSA is given by (10)
Proof. See Appendix C
Let SK represent the sums in the second term of
(10) for n = 0 . . .K. It may be noted that each sum-
mand of SK monotonically decreases with n which implies
SK − SK−1 > SK+1 − SK . Therefore, the number of sum-
mands can be limited to the value of K where SK+1 − SK < ǫ.
It is found that the SK converges with insignificant deviation
as the value of K attains 10. This aids to the straightforward
numerical evaluation of the CovP for a CUE.
B. Evaluation of activity factor and BlocP
In this section, we derive the activity factor of an MBS for
given real-time service. The activity factor is the probability
that an MBS accesses a typical channel. The probability
of users being cell center and cell edge is R2 and 1−R2
(refer (3) and (4)), respectively. Moreover, the call arrival
locations are also independent. Therefore, we can split the
call arrival process of rate λM into two independent arrival
processes (cell center and cell edge) with rate λc = λMR
2
and λe = λM (1−R
2), respectively. Furthermore, the realized
service processes for cell center traffic and cell edge traffic
become decoupled, as a dedicated set of channels are allo-
cated. This cause different utilization of cell center and cell
edge bands. In other words, an MBS has different activity
factors for cell center and cell edge bands. Considering the
Shannon capacity, the required number of channels become
n = Rth/(B log2(1+Γ)) to meet the service rate Rth with SIR
Γ. Hence, expected number of required number of channels
CCUs (N¯c) and CEUs (N¯e) using modulation and coding
schemes (MCSs) employed for downlink transmission with
the SIR thresholds Γi for i = 1 . . . T , can be evaluated as
follows
N¯c =
T∑
i=1
Rth
B log2 (1 + Γi)
PSC(Γi) and (11)
N¯e =
T∑
i=1
Rth
B log2 (1 + Γi)
PSE(Γi), (12)
where
PSC(Γi) =
[CSC (Γi)− CSC (Γi+1)]
[1− CSC (Γ1)]
and PSE(Γi) =
[CSE (Γi)− CSE (Γi+1)]
[1− CSE (Γ1)]
such that PSC(Γi) and PSE(Γi) represents the probability of a
CCU and a CEU is served using i-th MCS, and ΓT+1 =∞.
The service process is modeled using the STPPP such that
• Number of service arrives in disjoint set are independent.
• Number of service arrives in a set a are Poisson dis-
tributed with parameter |a|λM .
• A service arrival in a set a follows uniform distribution
1
|a| .
• A service stay for exponentially distributed time with
parameter 1
µ
.
With slight abuse of notation here onwards we use a instead
of |a| to represents the area of the set a. Furthermore, the
time invariant MBSs are modeled using PPP with density
λB . This form the static non-overlapping cells whose shape
are defined by voronoi tessellation. This implies that the
service process of each cell can be independently modeled.
According to STPPP a cell of area a has Poisson service arrival
with parameter aλM . Therefore, employing the Little’s law
the traffic intensity of a cell of area a become aλM
µ
as the
service rate is µ. Hence, the arrival and departure process of
services in cell follows memoryless property. The thinning of
service arrival with probability R2 will result into cell center
and cell edge service process which inherently follows the
memoryless property. The arrival rates of CCUs’ and CEUs’
services in a cell of area a are aλMR
2 and aλM (1 − R2),
respectively. The equivalent number of servers reserved for
cell center services and cell edge service at each MBS are
Nc and Ne respectively such that Nc = ⌊Npm/N¯c⌋ and
Ne = ⌊N(1−pm)/N¯e⌋. Furthermore, the service are assumed
to be admitted with zero waiting time policy. Therefore, these
two independent processes of a macro cell of area a can be
modeled using M/M/Nc/Nc and M/M/Ne/Ne queues with
arrival rate aλc and aλe, respectively, and each of departure
rate µ. Fig. 4 depicts the decoupled queues. Therefore, the
Fig. 4. Cell center/edge MC under SSA.
probability that n servers in the cell center band are occupied
is P (n|a) = (aλc/µ)
n
n!
/
∑Nc
k=0
(aλc/µ)
i
i!
[36]. The probability that
7the MBS uses one server out of Nc cell center servers for a
given cell area a is derived in [32] as follows
ζSC (a) =
1
Nc
Nc∑
n=0
nP (n|a) ≈


aλc
µNc
if aλc
µNc
< 1,
1 if aλc
µNc
≥ 1.
(13)
The approximation is tighter for larger values of Nc. For larger
N , Nc ≈ Npm/N¯c. The cell area probability density function
is fA (a) =
(3.5λB)
3.5
Γ(3.5)
a2.5 exp (−3.5aλB) [37]. Therefore, the
activity factor of an MBS for cell center server can be written
as we have proven in [33] as follows
ζSC =
∫ ∞
0
ζSC (a) fA (a) da
=
λcN¯c
3.5λBµNpmΓ(3.5)
γ
(
4.5, 3.5
λBµNpm
λcN¯c
)
+
1
Γ(3.5)
Γ
(
3.5, 3.5
λBµNpm
λcN¯c
)
, (14)
where γ(·, ·) and Γ(·, ·) are lower and upper incomplete gamma
functions. Similarly, we can derive the activity factor of an
MBS for cell edge server as
ζSE =
λeN¯e
3.5λBµN(1 − pm)Γ(3.5)
γ
(
4.5, 3.5
λBµN(1 − pm)
λeN¯e
)
+
1
Γ(3.5)
Γ
(
3.5, 3.5
λBµN(1 − pm)
λeN¯e
)
. (15)
From (14) and (15), it is evident that the activity factors ζSC
and ζSE are coupled with CovP of CCU and CEU, respectively.
Note that the probability of a server busy is equivalent to the
probability of a channel busy. In other words, activity factors
of server and channel are equivalent. The above expressions
are difficult to solve analytically for ζSC and ζSE. Therefore, we
evaluate ζSC and ζSE, recursively, using the bisection method.
The approximated values of ζSC and ζSE are further substituted
in (7) and (10) to evaluate the approximated CovP of a CCU
and a CEU, respectively, for a given macro tier fractional load
condition.
Furthermore referring to Fig. 4, the BlocP of a CCU and a
CEU for a given cell area a can be written [34] as
BSC (a) =
(aλc/µ)
Nc
Nc!
/
Nc∑
k=0
(aλc/µ)
k
k!
and (16)
BSE (a) =
(aλe/µ)
Ne
Ne!
/
Ne∑
k=0
(aλe/µ)
k
k!
, (17)
respectively. Therefore, the network BlocP becomes
BS =
∫ ∞
0
(
R2BSC (a) + (1− R
2)BSE (a)
)
fA (a) da. (18)
Note that we evaluate the above integral numerically as there
exist no closed-form solution to it.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS UNDER CO-CHANNEL
SPECTRUM ALLOCATION (CSA)
In this section, we provide the coverage analysis of macro
users under CSA for given fractional load conditions. In CSA,
FAPs and macro users (CCUs/CEUs) are entitled to access
any channel from the set N . In following subsections, first we
provide the coverage analysis for a CCU and a CEU under
CSA. Next we present the framework of modeling cell edge
and cell center services using two-dimensional Markov chain
for evaluation of activity factor and BlocP.
A. CovP analysis
In CSA, the activity of FAPs per channel is reduced by the
factor of 1
pm
compared to SSA as full bandwidth access is
allowed. Therefore, the thinned density of FAPs per channel
becomes λ˜F =
λF
N
. This relaxes the inter-tier interference for
the CCUs. However, the CSA exposes the CEUs to the inter-
tier interference. Since macro users access channels from the
set N , the MBS has single activity factor ζC. Therefore, the
density of interfering MBSs becomes λ˜B = λBζC. The CovPs
of a CCU and a CEU are provided in following theorems.
Corollary 1. The CovP of a CCU under CSA is given by
CCC(β) =
[
1 + ζCR
2H(β, δ, R) + piδR2
λ˜F
λB
(βP˜f )
δ csc [piδ]
]−1
, (19)
where λ˜F =
λF
N
.
Proof. Setting pm = 1, ζSC = ζC, and following Theorem 1
completes the proof.
Corollary 2. The CovP of a CEU under CSA is given by
CCE(β) = CSE(β) (see (10)) where ζSE = ζC, λ˜F =
λF
N
,
G(β, δ,R) = H(β, δ, 1)−H(β, δ,R),
H(β, δ,R) = βδ
∫∞
1
R2βδ
dv
1+v
1
δ
+ δπ λ˜F
ζCλB
(βP˜F )
δ csc[πδ].
Proof. The CovP evaluation of a CEU under CSA includes
the presence of inter-tier interference in addition to the intra-
tier along with the conditional transmission of the dominant
interfering MBS. Therefore, similar to (34), the CovP of a
CEU at distance re from the serving MBS can be written as
CCE(β, re) = ζCL
+
Ie
(s, re)LIf (s)
∣∣
s=βrαe
+ (1 − ζC)LIe(s, re)LIf (s)
∣∣
s=βrαe
. (20)
Therefore, the CovP of a typical CEU can be written as
CCE(β) =
∫ ∞
0
CCE(β, re)fRe(re)dre
=
∫ ∞
0
[
ζCL
+
Ie
(βrαe , re)LIf (s)
+ (1− ζC)LIe (βr
α
e , re)LIf (s)
]
fRe (re)dre.
(21)
Further, substituting (5), (8), (9), and (47) in (21) and further
following the procedure of Theorem 2 completes the proof.
B. Evaluation of activity factor and BlocP
In this section, we discuss the modeling of the macro
tier service under CSA. We categorize the traffic in two
region-wise classes with call arrival rate of λc = R
2λM and
λe = (1−R
2)λM , as the mean number of channels required
by the macro users in cell center region (N¯c) and in cell
edge region (N¯e) are different. Since, CCUs and CEUs access
channels from the set N , we can model the macro cell service
using two dimensional Markov chain (2-D MC). A typical
example of 2-D MC is shown in Fig. 5 assuming N¯c = 1,
N¯e = 2 and N even. Similar to (11) and (12), the N¯c and
N¯e respectively under CSA can be evaluated as follows
N¯c =
T∑
i=1
Rth
B log2 (1 + Γi)
PCC(Γi) and (22)
8N¯e =
T∑
i=1
Rth
B log2 (1 + Γi)
PCE(Γi), (23)
where
PCC(Γi) =
[CCC (Γi)− CCC (Γi+1)]
[1− CCC (Γ1)]
and PCE(Γi) =
[CCE (Γi)− CCE (Γi+1)]
[1− CCE (Γ1)]
.
Fig. 5. 2-D Markov chain under CSA.
The activity factor of the cell of area a can be evaluated
using the state probabilities of 2-D MC. The exact channel
access probability and BlocP of 2-D MC modeled system can
be recursively determined using Kaufman-Roberts algorithm
[38], [39]. However, employing Erlang loss model [40] we
have approximated 2-D MC with 1-D MC to bring analytical
tractability in the evaluation of activity factor. In Erlang loss
model the servers required per service are averaged over the
number of servers required per class individually weighted
with its traffic intensity. Therefore, the number of servers
required per service in the approximated model becomes
N¯ =
1
λM
[
λcN¯c + λeN¯e
]
. (24)
In this way, the effective call arrival rate in a cell of area a
and the effective number of servers of the approximated queue
becomes λMa = λca+ λea and Neff =
⌊
N/N¯
⌋
, respectively.
Similar to (14) and (15), the activity factor of the approximated
queue can be written as
ζC =
λM N¯
3.5λBµNΓ(3.5)
γ
(
4.5, 3.5
λBµN
λM N¯
)
+
1
Γ(3.5)
Γ
(
3.5, 3.5
λBµN
λM N¯
)
. (25)
It is clear that the CovPs of CCU and CEU (refer Corollary
1 and 2) are coupled with the activity factor (25) via (24).
The above expression is difficult to solve analytically for the
activity factor ζC. Therefore, we evaluate ζC recursively using
the bisection method. The approximated value of ζC is used
further to evaluate the approximated CovP of a CCU and
a CEU, respectively, for a given macro tier fractional load
condition.
In order to evaluate precise blocking portability we use
two dimensional MC (refer Fig. 5) instead of using Erlang
loss model. For given cell area a, the traffic intensities of
these two classes are ρca =
λMaR
2
µ
and ρea =
λMa(1−R
2)
µ
. Let
n = [N¯c, N¯e]
⊤ where N¯c and N¯e is evaluated from (22) and
(23) using obtained CovPs of CCU and CEU for given macro
tier load. Let S = {s = [sc, se]|s · n ≤ N} be the possible states
of the MC where sc and se denote the number of CCUs and
CEUs. For given cell area a, the probability of state s is given
by [41]
pi (s|a) =
1
G
(ρca)sc (ρea)se
sc!se!
, where G =
∑
s∈S
(ρca)sc (ρea)se
sc!se!
.
(26)
Let Sc (Se) be the set of states in which the arriving CCU
(CEU) class is admitted, i.e. Sc =
{
s ∈ S : s · n ≤ N − N¯c
}
and Se =
{
s ∈ S : s · n ≤ N − N¯e
}
. Therefore, the BlocP of
CCU and CEU can be written as
BCC(a) = 1−
∑
s∈Sc
pi (s|a) and (27)
BCE(a) = 1−
∑
s∈Se
pi (s|a) , (28)
respectively, for a given cell area a. Therefore, the network
BlocP becomes
BC =
∫ ∞
0
(
R2BCC (a) + (1 −R
2)BCE (a)
)
fA (a) da. (29)
Note that we have to evaluate the above integral numerically
as there exist no closed-form solution to it.
C. Extension to orthogonal spectrum allocation
The presented analysis can be directly extended to orthog-
onal spectrum allocation (OSA) technique. The performance
for OSA can be evaluated just by setting number of channel
equal to N(1 − po) and femto density equal to zeros in the
expressions derived for CSA where po ∈ [0, 1] represent the
portion of bandwidth is reserved for femto tier.
VI. AREA ENERGY EFFICIENCY EVALUATION
The area energy efficiency represent the ratio of average
transmission rate of an MBS per unit area to average energy
spent by an MBS and it is measured in bps/(joules·m2).
Therefore, the area energy efficiency of the cell area (a) can
be written as:
η(a) =
RthE [X|a]
aNPBζ
, (30)
where X is the number of users in the cell, and ζ is the activity
factor of an MBS. The above expression shows the relation
between area energy efficiency and the traffic intensity. In
following subsections we evaluate the area energy efficiency
for SSA (ηS) and CSA (ηC) techniques.
A. Evaluation of ηS
In SSA mode, the disjoint subsets of channel are reserved
for cell center region and cell edge region. The arrival pro-
cesses of users in cell center region and in cell edge region
are independent. Therefore, the expected number of users
admitted into cell becomes the summation of expected number
of admitted CCUs and expected number of admitted CEUs.
9Thus, for M/M/Nc/Nc and M/M/Ne/Ne MCs (refer Fig. 4)
the expected number of users in a cell of area a becomes [34]
E[X|a] = R2
λMa
µ
[1− BSC(a)] + (1 −R
2)
λMa
µ
[1− BSE(a)] , (31)
where BSC(a) and BSE(a) are the BlocPs of CCUs and CEUs
given in (16) and (17), respectively. Moreover, in the shared
mode of spectrum allocation the overall activity of an MBS is
ζS = pmζSC + (1− pm)ζSE as ζSC and ζSE are the activity factors
for pm and 1− pm fractions of the spectrum, respectively.
Therefore, the area energy efficiency for SSA can be evaluated
as follows
ηS =
∫ ∞
0
ηS(a)fA(a)da
=
λMRth
µNPBζS
∫ ∞
0
(
R2 [1−BSC(a)] + (1− R
2) [1−BSE(a)]
)
fA(a)da
=
λMRth
µNPBζS
(
R2 [1− BSC] + (1− R
2) [1−BSE]
)
. (32)
Above expression clearly shows that the ηS is depending on
the parameter pm (i.e number of channel for cell center/edge
region which decides BlocPs) of SSA.
B. Evaluation of ηC
In CSA mode, the user accesses channels from set
N regardless of its region. Therefore, the BlocP expe-
rienced by a CCU/CEU under co-channel mode is dif-
ferent compared to that under SSA and is given in
(27)/(28). The expected number of users admitted for
given cell area a becomes E[X|a] = λMa
µ
[1− B(a)] where
B(a) = R2BCC(a) + (1−R
2)BCE(a). Therefore, similar to ηS,
we can evaluate ηC as follows:
ηC =
λMRth [1− BC]
µNPBζC
. (33)
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we first validate the developed analytical
framework for evaluation of CovP and BlocP of a CCU/CEU
along with the activity factor of an MBS through extensive
simulations. Next, we present detailed numerical analysis
for CovP and BlocP under SSA and CSA techniques. The
assessment of CovP and BlocP is carried out with respect to
the macro-tier traffic load (λM ) and the FAP density (λF ).
Next, we discuss area energy efficiency aspect of SSA and
CSA techniques under different scenarios of FAP interference
and macro tier load. We set the distance ratio threshold R
equal to 0.707, which yields equal probability of the user
being CCU and CEU. The transmission powers of an MBS
and FAP, i.e. PB and PF , are set to 1 Watt and 0.01 Watt per
channel, respectively. For numerical analysis, the parameters
are considered to be α = 4, β = 1, N = 50, λB = 5× 10
−6,
λF = 50λB , Rth = 90 kbps, B = 180 kHz, and µ = 1 per min;
unless otherwise mentioned.
A. Validation of presented analytical framework
Note that the outage probability (OutP) can be written as
1-CovP. Fig. 6 depicts that the derived OutP expressions of
a CCU and a CEU under SSA does match with the results
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obtained through Monte Carlo simulations for the activity
factors equal to 0.1 and 1. It can be seen that the activity factor
influences the OutP of a CCU only for smaller FAP density and
of a CEU independent of FAP density. However, considering
the co-channel interference from FAPs (usually FAPs have
higher density compared to MBSs i.e λF ≫ λB), the OutP of
a CCU becomes more or less independent of the activity factor,
as the FAP interference becomes more dominant. Validation
of the OutP expressions for CSA is not presented as they are
extended from the coverage derivation under SSA.
Fig. 7 validates the activity factor of an MBS in the cell
center (ζSC) and the cell edge (ζSE) bands versus user arrival
density (λM ) for pm = 0.4. It can be seen that the analytically
derived activity factors are closely in agreement with the sim-
ulation results. Fig. 7 depicts that the activity factors increases
with λM . The increase of the activity factor is attributed
to the following reasons. 1) Increase in the traffic intensity
(i.e. λM ), and 2) Increase in the co-channel interference as
increase of interference reduces the achievable transmission
rate which further increases the bandwidth requirements. In
case of increase of cell center activity factor, only the first
reason has a role as increased interference from co-channel
MBSs has less impact on achievable rate of CCUs. However,
the higher rate of increment in the cell edge activity factor can
be observed as both of the above mentioned reasons affect the
achievable rate of CEUs which further increases the cell edge
bandwidth occupancy. Fig. 8 validates the blocking probability
of an CCU (BSC) and an CEU (BSE) versus user arrival density
λM for pm = 0.4.
B. Numerical analysis of CovP and BlocP
Fig. 9 depicts the impacts of user arrival density (λM) on
CovP and BlocP experienced by CCUs and CEUs. From Fig.
9(a) it can be observed that the CovP drops with an increase
in λM . This is due to the fact that the activity factor of co-
channel interfering MBSs increases with the increase of λM .
It can be observed that the SSA degrades the CovP for CCUs
and improves the CovP for CEUs compared to CSA. Because
in SSA, the density of co-channel FAPs interfering to CCUs
increases by a factor 1/pm and the inter-tier interference to
CEUs is avoided. The degradation and improvement in the
CovP of CCUs and CEUs, respectively, can be observed to be
increasing with decreasing value of pm. The CovP of CCU
(CEU) is monotonically increases (decrease) with pm. Here,
we can observe that the CovP of a CCU drops below and
the CovP of a CEU rises above those under CSA with drop
in pm. From Fig. 9(b) it is clear that the BlocP experienced
by a CEU is relatively higher compared to that of a CCU
in CSA as expected. This phenomenon leads to a network
with higher chance of call admission for CCUs compared to
CEUs. Under SSA mode, the BlocP experienced by a CCU
(CEU) monotonically decrease (increase) with pm. Fig. 9(b)
also shows that, the BlocP of a CCU and a CEU is observed
to be lesser and higher, respectively, compared to those under
CSA for pm = 0.5. However, it can be observed that the trend
is reversed for a value of pm = 0.3. This implies that there
exits some pm that can yield same blocking for a CCU and
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Fig. 9. Impact of macro tier traffic load λM on 9(a) CovP and 9(b) BlocP
experienced by CCUs and CEUs for λF = 100λB .
a CEU for a given λF . Therefore, in a way SSA allows to
realize a network with fair chance of call admission for CCUs
and CEUs.
The impacts of FAP density (λF ) on CovP and BlocP
experienced by CCUs and CEUs are shown in Fig. 10. It
can be seen that the CovP and the BlocP of both CCUs and
CEUs degrades with the increase in λF . However, the CovP
and the BlocP of CEUs under SSA are independent of λF . Fig.
10(a) depicts that the improved CovP of a CEU under SSA
compared to a CSA can be achieved even with a higher value
of pm when FAP density is higher. The smaller value of pm
renders a higher gain in the CovP of a CEU and, moreover, the
gain increases with λF . However, the CovP of a CCU under
SSA shifts below its value under CSA. It can be noted that in
the lower range of λF , the SSA yields better CovP to a CCU.
This may be due to the fact of dominant interference from co-
channel MBSs with reduced activity factor ζSC as compared
to the activity factor ζC in CSA. For given value of pm, Fig.
11
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Fig. 10. Impact of FAP density λF on 10(a) CovP and 10(b) BlocP
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.
10(b) depicts that there exist a crossover point of FAP density
beyond which SSA render lower BlocP to CEUs compared to
CSA. Because under CSA, the inter-tier interference to CEUs
increase with increase in FAP density which makes them more
and more bandwidth hungry. Further, it can be seen that the
crossover points shifts towards right with increase in the value
of pm. Moreover, for lower FAP density and higher value of
pm, CCUs experience lower BlocP in SSA compared to CSA
as in this scenario the inter-tier interference is insignificant and
co-channel MSBs’ cell center activity is also lower. In SSA,
BlocP of CCUs increase rapidly as the effective density of co-
channel FAPs raises by a factor 1/pm. The CCUs get lesser
band to access and receive severe inter-tier interference as the
value of pm gets smaller. The small value of pm causes higher
rate of increase in BlocP of a CCU with respect to the FAP
density. Therefore, the pm must be lower bounded to limit the
BlocP for a CCU while improving the blocking for a CEU.
The overall CovP and BlocP of a macro user are depicted in
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Fig. 11. Impact of load λM on 11(a) overall CovP and 11(b) overall BlocP
experienced by a macro user for Rth = 180 kbps.
Fig. 11 as a function of traffic load (λM) for higher and lower
densities of FAPs. From Fig. 11(a), it is clear that SSA yields
better CovP for a macro user as compared to CSA independent
of the scenario. The improvement is significantly higher in the
lower values of λM and higher values of λF . Further, from
Fig. 11(b) it can be seen that SSA yield higher overall BlocP
compared to the CSA. However, the gap between the BlocPs
under SSA and CSA is dependent on the parameter pm and
the density of FAPs. The BlocP of a macro user under SSA
is relatively closer to that under CSA for the lower density of
FAPs. However, for higher density of FAPs the reduced gap
can be observed for pm = 0.4. This implies that employment
of SSA (with suitable choice of pm as per scenario) can
yield better CovP along with a small increment in BlocP as
compared to CSA. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
values of pm that yields region-wise fair BlocP and better
overall CovP along with little degraded overall BlocP are not
guaranteed to be the same.
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C. Numerical analysis of area energy efficiency (η)
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Fig. 12. Energy Efficiency (η) versus traffic load for pm = 0.3.
Fig. 12 depicts the area energy efficiency (η) as a function
of macro tier real-time traffic load (λM ) for rate requirement
equal to 180 kbps and 360 kbps. It can be seen that, the
values of ηC and ηS decrease with increase in the value of
λM . This is due to sudden increase of activity factor with
λM which decides the rate of energy spent. Moreover, the
transmission rate increases linearly with λM till point of having
insignificant BlocP. It can be further observe that the ηC and ηS
both saturates at higher λM . However, it can be seen that SSA
provide better area energy efficiency as compared to CSA, i.e.
ηS > ηC, since the activity of an MBS is observed to be lower
under SSA as compared to CSA.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Previous works characterizing the interference, coverage,
transmission capacity under consideration of best effort traffic
in multi-tier heterogeneous networks (HetNets) modeled using
independent homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPPs)
exclusively focused on a generic user. In this paper, we extend
the analysis explicitly for a cell center/edge user (CCU/CEU)
for real-time traffic in a random two-tier HetNet. We have
developed a framework for load-aware performance analysis
of such networks that includes analysis of blocking probability
and area energy efficiency besides the coverage analysis. Iden-
tifying that the spectrum allocation technique has an impact on
coverage probability, we considered two spectrum allocation
techniques for the performance analysis namely: 1) shared
spectrum allocation (SSA), and 2) co-channel spectrum alloca-
tion (CSA). Our study unveils that a macro user (CCU/CEU)
experience better coverage in an instance of lower traffic load
as the effective activity of a macro base station (MBS) is
smaller. It is observed that the CSA deployment imposes
higher blocking probability on CEUs as compared to CCUs.
Through numerical results, it is demonstrated that the SSA
helps in realizing a fair chance of call admission for CCUs
and CEUs by configuring its parameter pm for a given traffic
load. Moreover, the SSA can be configured to obtain a better
overall coverage with little increment in the overall blocking
probability as compared to CSA for lower/moderate traffic
load (depending upon FAP density). Our numerical analysis
further reveals that SSA provides higher area energy efficiency
compared to CSA. Therefore, the presented numerical analysis
demonstrate that the SSA with properly adjusted parameter pm
should be the choice over CSA for deployment in a random
two-tier HetNet.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The CovP of CCU at distance rc from serving MBS can be
written as
CSC(β, rc) = P
(
h0r
−α
c > β
(
Ic(rc) + If
))
(a)
= E
[
exp
(
βrαc
(
Ic(rc) + If
))]
= LIc(s, rc)LIf (s)
∣∣
s=βrαc
. (34)
Step (a) is directly followed as h0 is unit mean exponential
random variable. Let Rc and Rd be the random variables
representing distances of a CCU from the associated MBS
and dominant interfering MBS. Therefore, the probability that
Rc is greater than rc becomes
FRc(rc) = P [Rc > rc|Rc ≤ R ·Rd] =
P [Rc > rc, Rc ≤ R · Rd]
P [Rc ≤ R ·Rd]
(a)
=
1
R2
∫ ∞
rc
∫ ∞
rc
R
fRc,Rd (rc, rd) drddrc
(b)
= exp
(
−piλB
r2c
R2
)
. (35)
Step (a) directly follows using (3) where Rm = Rc. Step (b)
is derived through substitution of (2). Therefore, probability
density function of Rc becomes
fRc(rc) =
d
drc
[1− FRc(rc)] = 2piλB
rc
R2
exp
(
−piλB
r2c
R2
)
. (36)
Therefore, the CovP of a typical CCU can be written as
CSC(β) =
∫ ∞
0
CSC(β, rc)fRc (rc)drc
(a)
=
∫ ∞
0
LIc(βr
α
c , rc)LIf (βr
α
c )fRc (rc)drc
(b)
=
2piλB
R2
∫ ∞
0
rc exp
(
−piλBr
2
c
[
R−2 + ζSCH(β, α) +
δpi
λ˜F
λB
(βP˜F )
δ csc[piδ]
])
drc.
(37)
Step (a) is followed thorough the substitution of (34). Step (b)
is directly followed through the substitution of (5), (6), and
(36) where H(β, δ,R) = βδ
∫∞
R−2β−δ
du
1+u
1
δ
. Further, solving the
integral in (37) completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
The LT of interference Ie = Ie1 + Ie2 can be written as
L+Ie(s, re) = L
+
Ie1
(s, re)LIe2 (s, re). (38)
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Following Lemma 2 the LT of Ie2 can be written as follows
LIe2 (s, re) = exp
(
−piζSEλBs
δ
∫ ∞
r2e
R2sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ
)
. (39)
In PPP of intensity λ, the number of points in the area A
follows Poisson distribution with mean λA and each point
is uniformly distributed within the area A. Therefore, for
given re, the number of point in S1(re) are Poisson random
variable with mean cr2e = πζSEλBr
2
e [R
−2 − 1] and each point is
independently distributed as
f(x) =


1
pir2e(R
−2−1)
for re ≤ ‖x‖ <
re
R
,
0 otherwise.
(40)
Since S1(re) must contain at least one node, the conditional
distribution of number of points in S1(re) becomes
P(K = k|K ≥ 1) =
P(K = k)
1− exp(−cr2e)
, for k = 1, 2, . . . (41)
Therefore, the moment generating function (mgf) of K given
K ≥ 1 becomes
E[zk|k ≥ 1] =
1
1− exp(−cr2e)
[
E[zk]− exp(−cr2e)
]
. (42)
Substituting the mgf of a Poisson random variable of mean
cr2e , i.e. E[z
k] = exp(−cr2e [1− z]), in (42) we can write
E[zk|k ≥ 1] =
1
1− exp(−cr2e)
[
exp(−cr2e [1− z])− exp(−cr
2
e)
]
.
(43)
For given re, the LT of Ie1 can be written as
L+Ie1 (s, re) = E
[
exp
(
−s
∑
xi∈S1(re)
hi‖xi‖
−α
)]
= E
[∏
xi∈S1(re)
Lh
(
s‖xi‖
−α
)]
(a)
= Ek




∫
re<‖x‖≤
re
R
Lh
(
s‖xi‖
−α
)
f(x)dx


k ∣∣∣∣k ≥ 1


(b)
=
1
1− e−cr
2
e

exp

−cr2e
∫
re<‖x‖≤
re
R
[
1−Lh
(
s‖xi‖
−α
)]
f(x)dx


− e−cr
2
e


(c)
=
1
1− e−cr
2
e

exp

−cr2e
∫
re<‖x‖≤
re
R
f(x)dx
1 + 1
s
‖x‖α

− e−cr2e


(d)
=
1
1− e−cr
2
e

exp

− cR2pi(1− R2)
∫
re<‖x‖≤
re
R
dx
1 + 1
s
‖x‖α

− e−cr2e


(e)
=
1
1− e−cr
2
e

exp

− cR2
(1 −R2)
sδ
∫ r2e
R2sδ
r2e
sδ
du
1 + u
1
δ

− e−cr2e

 .
(44)
Step (a) directly follows as each point is independently and
identically distributed. Step (b) follows using the (43). Step (c)
is obtain through the substitution of LT of the exponential dis-
tribution, i.e. Lh(s) =
1
1+s . Substituting f(x) from (40) yields
Step (d). Next,converting from Cartesian to polar coordinates
yields Step (e).
Further, substituting (39) and (44) in (38) completes the
proof.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The CovP of a CEU is dependent on the activity of the
dominant interfering MBS, as it imposes the condition of being
in (re,
re
R
) when the serving MBS is at distance re. Therefore,
similar to (34), the CovP of a CEU at distance re from the
serving MBS can be written as
CSE(β, re) = ζSEL
+
Ie
(s, re) + (1 − ζSE)LIe(s, re)
∣∣
s=βrαe
. (45)
Now, let Re be the distance of a CEU from the associated
MBS. Therefore, the probability that Re is greater than re
becomes
FRe(re) = P [Re > re|Re > R · Rd]
=
P [Re > re, Re > R ·Rd]
P [Re > R · Rd]
(a)
=
1
1−R2
∫ ∞
re
∫ re
R
re
fRe,Rd (re, rd) drddre
(b)
=
1
1−R2
[
exp
(
−piλBr
2
e
)
− R2 exp
(
−piλB
r2e
R2
)]
. (46)
Step (a) directly follows using (4) where Rm = Re and the
fact of Re and Rd are independent. Step (b) is derived
through substitution of the joint density function of Re and
Rd. Therefore, probability density function of Re becomes
fRe(re) =
d
dre
[1− FRe(re)]
= 2piλB
re
1− R2
[
exp
(
−piλBr
2
e
)
− exp
(
−piλB
r2e
R2
)]
. (47)
Therefore, the CovP of a typical CEU can be written as
CSE(β) =
∫ ∞
0
CSE(β, re)fRe(re)dre
=
∫ ∞
0
[
ζSEL
+
Ie
(βrαe , re) + (1 − ζSE)LIe(βr
α
e , re)
]
fRe(re)dre. (48)
Further, substituting (8), (9), and (47) in (48)
yields (49) (given at the top of next page). Using
Maclaurin series 1
1−x
=
∑∞
n=0 x
n, we can write
[1− exp(−x)]−1 =
∑∞
n=0 exp(−nx) for x ≥ 0. Substituting
this series in (49) and further rearranging the solution of
integral yields (10). This completes the proof.
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